At Colleges.
College is truly a “growing experience” for Pennfine, but while the students grow smart, Pennfine grows dense.

For Backyards.
If the grass is always greener in the other fella’s yard, the other fella’s probably using Pennfine, in a premium grass seed mixture.

For Athletic Fields.
You can run all over Pennfine—it has the speedy emergence and resiliency that make it a good sport.

At Resorts.
Pennfine mows so smooth and clean, that working on the grounds is almost as much fun as playing on them!

In Dry Soil.
With its deep-lying roots, Pennfine holds up under low-moisture conditions and in sandy soil. It’s the best thing to pop up through dry ground since the last oil well came in.
Around Hospitals.
Naturally Pennfine does well around hospitals. It's very disease-resistant!

Along Highways.
Yep, that's Pennfine along many major state thruways. Leave it to Pennfine to make the quickest route the scenic route.

At National Monuments.
During the Bicentennial, Pennfine's durability made history at Independence Hall. It likes crowds, and vice versa.

On Cemetery Grounds.
What more could anyone ask for? Pennfine germinates quickly and mows smooth and clean.

On Golf Courses.
Pennfine's quick germination makes it ideal for overseeding at many of America's most prestigious golf courses. About the only place you won't see Pennfine growing is in the cup.

In The Shade.
Willows never weep over Pennfine. It does as well in shade as in direct sunlight.
The biggest breakthrough in the greening of America began in 1970. That's when turfgrass specialists at Pennsylvania State University completed development of a remarkable fine-leaved perennial ryegrass with all the advantages of ryegrass. And none of the drawbacks. They called it Pennfine.

Now, just six years later, the success of their undertaking is evident. On golf courses and athletic fields. In parks and cemeteries. And on public grounds across the country.

Proven in tests. Among the nine perennial ryegrasses tested over a five-year period at University Park, Pennsylvania, Pennfine ranked finest in texture. Most resistant to disease. First in density and decumbency (low growth).

The University Park test results were only the beginning. Over 5,000 test kits with seed samples were distributed over the entire country in answer to requests from turf professionals wanting to test Pennfine. The results confirmed the University Park findings.

Most importantly, Pennfine established a new standard of mowability. Some other perennial ryegrasses, cut with the same mower, left ragged, fibrous tops that quickly turned brown. Pennfine's softer fibers cut smooth and clean.

Proven from coast to coast, from North to South. Pennfine's durable beauty has been demonstrated at prestigious sites all over America. From the lawns at an historic national landmark to the greens at a nationally-renowned golf course.

Besides possessing the ability to stand up under heavy traffic, Pennfine germinates rapidly. That makes it ideal for winter overseeding in the South. And, its non-competitiveness allows a smooth spring transition to bermudagrass.

Proven quality control under the Plant Variety Protection Act. You can be sure that all Pennfine Perennial Ryegrass meets the same high standards, because Pennfine is covered by the Plant Variety Protection Act.

That means every pound of Pennfine is certified. You are assured, by law, that it's produced exactly as intended by the original variety breeder.

Prove it to yourself. To learn more about how Pennfine is changing the face of America—and how it can work for you—write: Pennfine, P.O. Box 923, Minneapolis, MN 55440.
THE LITTLE TRACTOR THAT DOES BIG TRACTOR JOBS.

A lot of landscaping and construction jobs are too big for a lawn and garden tractor, yet too small for a large industrial tractor.

And that’s where our John Deere “little-big” tractors come in.

At 22 and 27-PTO-hp, they have the power you need for loading, digging, grading, posthole digging, transporting, trenching, tilling and just about any other job you do.

Yet they’re still small enough so they’re not too expensive to buy or operate.

Both the 22-PTO-hp 850 and the 27-PTO-hp 950 are equipped with liquid-cooled diesel engines that give you excellent fuel economy.

And both offer a versatile 8-speed transmission plus a 3-point hitch (Category 1) that accommodates a family of more than 20 tractor-matched implements.

We also offer a choice of tire sizes and styles to fit your needs. And your John Deere dealer is a man you can count on for parts, service and good advice.

So if you’re looking for a real workhorse that’s just right for the jobs you do, see the 850 or 950 at your nearby John Deere dealer. Or, for a free brochure, write: John Deere, Dept. 63, Moline, Illinois 61265.

THE JOHN DEERE “LITTLE-BIG” TRACTORS.
Nothing runs like a Deere.
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Recession, recession, recession. I wish all I had to worry about was a flattening of the gross national product. People are obsessed with bad news, tragedy, and soap operas. 1978 was too good to last. We can't stand to have two good years in a row.

And why may we have a recession? Because we are greedy, selfish, and thoughtless? The proposed solution, why, of course, control our wages and prices. That ought to do it.

I suggest that if there were a precise way to measure cost increases caused directly or indirectly by government regulation, we might have a more correct indication of why prices are inflating at a faster than normal rate.

The United States has always promised opportunity to its citizens. To achieve that promise is not greed. Most of us have a sense of moderation and concern for our customers. The more we take the more our customers pay, and they'll pay only so much since competition exists.

Anyone who enjoys dwelling on negatives should come to Cleveland. There is plenty to fuss and worry about. But people still go to work and businesses still open every morning. People here refuse to let politicians ruin plans or disrupt business operations. Fortunately, local government has left the business community alone.

I suggest the Federal government do the same. Leave prices and wages alone and pay attention to its own costs. Good places to start would be the Environmental Protection Agency and the Labor Department. The inflation caused by these two organizations is probably more to blame than any other factor in a possible recession.

1978 has been a good year for the Green Industry and 1979 will be just as good. Go forward with plans the same way you did this year. Just keep control of inventories and productivity. These are things we should all watch anyway.

The staff of Weeds Trees & Turf thanks you for subscribing to our magazine and wishes you a very enjoyable holiday season. We too have plans for 1979, and we don't intend to cut back because someone whispered recession.
When this low-growing, Swedish lawn beauty first stepped into the turf world it revolutionized the lawn industry.

Now another step! Fylking Kentucky bluegrass costs less than most other elite bluegrasses!

Fylking establishes fast, develops a greater density of rhizomes and root system. Fine-textured, velvety green, Fylking performs well when cut low (even low as one-half inch), and may need less mowing. Amazingly tough, Fylking Kentucky bluegrass has improved disease resistance to leaf spot, stripe smut, stem rust and leaf rust, as rated in tests by many major universities and institutions. Physically pure, genetically true seed, Fylking contains no annual bluegrass (Poa annua), bent grass or short-awned foxtail.

Take a giant step ahead by using Fylking as the backbone bargain of your next lawn turf mix. Ask for the Swedish beauty, Fylking Kentucky bluegrass at your local wholesale seed or sod distributor.

FYLKING KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS
U.S. Plant Patent 2887

Another fine, quality-controlled product of Jacklin Seed Company.
SEVIN® WORKS WHILE PEOPLE PLAY.
That's why SEVIN® carbaryl insecticide is the answer to your professional grounds maintenance needs.
Versatile, broadly registered SEVIN controls as many as 44 insects that attack trees, shrubs, flowers, turf...and people. And it has a long record of effective control of target pests.
Environmental concern?
That's another good reason to use SEVIN, since it is biodegradable, and has no objectionable odor. When compared to other commonly used insecticides, it ranks low in toxicity to people, farm animals, birds and fish.
It offers other benefits too. SEVIN is compatible with many commonly used fungicides, miticides and other insecticides. Choose from several formulations to best fit your specific needs.
People. Pests. Professional grounds maintenance. SEVIN carbaryl insecticide. They all go together.
For more information about SEVIN, contact your pesticide supplier or Union Carbide. Find out first hand why SEVIN is one of the world's leading insecticides.

SEVIN IS THE ANSWER.
CARBARYL INSECTICIDE
SEVIN is a registered trademark of Union Carbide Corporation for carbaryl insecticide.
Watch a VP12 install sprinkler pipe

...no-ditch installation is quick and clean.

Why dig trenches and leave scars when you install a sprinkler system?

It makes sense to keep it neat. And it's easier. A Ditch Witch VP12 vibratory plow gently tucks pipe under the turf. Eliminates hundreds of feet of raw earth trench on a typical job. For complete information or a free demonstration mail the coupon or call Toll Free (800) 654-6481.

☐ Send a free brochure on installing sprinkler systems with the VP12.
☐ Arrange a no-obligation, free demonstration.

Mail to Charles Machine Works, Inc., P.O. Box 66, Perry, Oklahoma 73077

Name _______________________________________________________
Company ____________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State ___________ Zip __________

Telephone ____________________________

DITCH WITCH® HAS THE ANSWER!
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My question or comment is . . .

Weeds Trees and Turf is glad to answer your questions or publish your comments on any green industry topic. Questions will be answered by industry experts in the Vegetation Management or Proscape columns. Comments will appear in the Letters or Viewpoint columns. Mail this postpaid card today.
Weeds Trees & Turf
Box 6049
Duluth, Minnesota 55806
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9800 Detroit Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44102
Attn: Editor